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A reminder that Dr Marten boots are not school shoes. If you need support to

ensure your teen has the correct uniform, please get in touch. If you need

additional items of uniform, they can be purchased from Lisa Schoolwear, 0151

259 8277

Health students have been invited to attend an Allied Health professionals

Careers day organised by our sponsor, the Royal Liverpool Hospital. Please do

sign up for a place to attend as places are limited.

LJMU Student Funding Team are hosting a drop in session for all year 13’s who

have applied for LJMU. Each year, £1000’s goes unclaimed from their

scholarship fund . To find out what’s available, apply and ask questions join

their zoom sessions. 26th May, 4-5pm: https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/forms/eventweb?

eventid=CMP-05972-Z6G5Z8 or 2nd June (4-5pm):

https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/forms/eventweb?eventid=CMP-06034-C0F0W0

It has been a busy week, and I am so grateful to staff and students for their speedy

response to a confirmed case in our Year 10 Hub. All lessons were available online

by 2pm that day to minimise any downtime and students are continuing to engage

well with their online lessons. Year 11 and 13 are working exceptionally hard and

thankfully the end of their assessments is now in sight. Year 12 have been finding

out more this week about their programme with NCS at the end of term. This is a

fantastic opportunity to build confidence, employability skills and understand their

roles in the community as active citizens. We are so pleased to be able to offer these

experiences again.

UPDATE ON COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS:

Students have responded well to removal of the restrictions around the wearing of

masks. We are continuing to provide masks and hand sanitiser for use in the

building and promote frequent hand washing. A confirmed case in Year 10 has been

a timely reminder that we must remain cautious and vigilant as there are still cases

within the local community. Please do keep using your lateral flow tests and look

out for any potential symptoms. 

NOTES FOR THIS WEEK:

COVID-19 UPDATE
We have had a single

confirmed positive case

this week in our Year 10

bubble, picked up by lateral

flow tests. Our Year 10 hub

is currently closed to

students and will reopen

after half term (Students

end isolation on 30th

May). This reminds us all

how important home

testing is to keep our

students safe. Please

remember to complete your

tests each Wednesday and

Sunday and upload your

results online.

JUNIOR LEADERSHIP
TEAM
The JLT have been busy

planning Leavers’

activities, organizing

Hoodies and Yearbook

photos for the year 11 and

13 leavers. Leavers Hoodies

are priced at £23 each,

have '21' on the back with

student’s names in and can

be personalized. Students

have had the chance to try

on samples and these will

be available again next

week. Please could all

students bring their reply

slip into Student Services

by 26th May. 

W E E K  6

ARABIC CULTURE AND LANGUAGE WEEK
Ignite students have this week enjoyed the opportunity to

learn more about Arabic culture and language. They have

studied the influence of Arabic culture on subjects such

as Geography, History, Art, Maths, Science and Spanish.

In Art, students decorated Arabic tiles and learnt about

geometric tessellation designs. In science, we studied

Arabic influence on Astronomy. On Tuesday, students

enjoyed an immersive experience, eating an Arabic style

lunch in our refectory which had been decorated to

match. Dion and his team prepared Beef Tagine and Giant

Cous Cous Salad. Students were encouraged to practice

some Arabic sentences while enjoying a meal together.

tel:01512598277
https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/forms/eventweb?eventid=CMP-05972-Z6G5Z8
https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/forms/eventweb?eventid=CMP-06034-C0F0W0


YEAR 12 
Biologists have been looking at revision techniques and recapping

the Biological importance of ATP and Water. Physicists are 

developing their practical skills focusing on simple harmonic 

motion. Applied Scientists have been practicing structuring long 

answer questions in chemistry and physics. They have also been practicing short answer 

calculations for percentage error of equipment and discussing trends in scientific data. 

Chemists have been looking at the Arrhenius equation to explore how temperature affects the 

rate constant of a reaction. Engineers are now working on their Autodesk accreditation, and 

Alex is this week’s superstar completing one of the training tests in an amazing 9 minutes 11 

seconds. Mathematicians have been focused on Newton’s 2nd and 3rd Laws this week. Further 

maths students are working on linear programming. Psychologists are learning about types of conformity,

explanations for conformity and key studies on conformity such as Asch’s line study. Students had the chance to

work with professional mechanical engineer, Peter Byers, to use the scanning electron microscope on Heat

Affected Zones. In English, students continued with their study of Carol Ann Duffy’s collection of poems 'The

World’s Wife '  as they prepare for their poetry coursework. They delved deeper into the poem ‘Mrs Faust ’  and

explored Duffy’s presentation of the titular character and her husband. Special shout out to Tom who has

contributed lots to our classroom debates. Keep it up Tom, it’s been wonderful to hear your thoughts!

YEAR 10
Biologists have linked learnings from the pandemic to how pathogens are

spread. They explored conditions caused by pathogens such as Ebola and HIV.

Physicists explored white light and the differences in wave properties of

coloured light. Engineers are now able to complete their engineering design

portfolios using remote learning. Synergy Scientists have been exploring how

stem cells can be used in the medicine of the future. Computer Scientists are

using Replit.com to write code in Python, C# and C++. This code uses all of the

main GCSE Constructs, and even integrates a few A-Level skills. Lessons are

running using Google classroom and Nearpod, and are currently focussing on

how we use testing techniques to produce robust programs. Historians have

been studying Queen Elizabeth's Court and Parliament. In English, the focus

has been on learning strategies to approach the comparison of perspectives

question. Students applied these skills by comparing extracts from Malala

Yousafzai and Margret Oliphant’s autobiographies. Special shout out to Salma

and Bee for your enthusiasm and your keen observations.

 

CONVERSATIONAL AI YEAR 12 PROJECT
Dan in year 12 has challenged himself to write a neural network that solves the problem of continuation in

conversational AI engines. Dan’s preferred language is Python, but his solution to this problem is going to merge

a few platforms with Python and C# being the basis of the core elements of his solution. The overall aim for this

project is to develop a system that accesses and uses conversational history in it’s interactions with a person, to

allow a more realistic feel to discussions with a machine. Dan is also studying Maths, & Further Maths, and will

need to call on all of his extra knowledge and skills in solving this highly complex problem. Dan is keen to

complete this project as he has an interest in AI and wants to develop his skills in this emerging field. Dan

focussed his interests in conversational AI onto this problem after consideration of the impact that the

coronavirus pandemic has had on the social isolation of care home residents. He believes that, if successful, this

application could have wide scope, particularly in the areas of social care and speech and language therapy.

YEAR 9 IGNITE
Ignite scientists are exploring space, gravity and understanding the difference between mass and weight. They

have been looking at the astronaut training programme, specifically what it would be like to take a ride on the

‘Vomit Comet’! Social Scientists found out about various ways to improve mental health such as the importance of

gut health and the impact exercise can have of maintaining mental health. They have learned about the impact of

hormones and the effect their release can have on brain function and the mind. In maths, students explored

coordinates. Star of the week went to Isaac, nominated by John Dyer. Isaac viewed butterflies and moths using a

range of microscopes and then he created an amazing 3D model of the butterfly using CAD software Fusion 360! 

MICROSCOPY AND VISUALISATION
Year 10 have been preparing their final pieces

of work. Some have been focussing on

producing scientific posters whilst others have

been getting creative and making artistic wall

displays to summarise their in depth study of

an organism or object.

AMAZON LONGITUDE
EXPLORER PRIZE GROUP
The ALEP group have had their

2nd half-day workshop to

develop their pitch for

submission. They have been

using the Scanning Electron

Microscope to look at the

mouthparts of mealworm larvae

and darkling beetles and

comparing these to SEM images

of the polymer architecture of

different plastics. This may help

to explain why the mealworm

process some plastics quicker

and may also affect the way they

feed on different plastics.


